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before proceeding to download the pdf files, i think it is important to note that you should only purchase original title dvd or vcd after
reading the information below. in case the copyright owner finds you are sharing the files without permission you will be sued and also you
might be blocked from any further download from their site. a sanskrit story from the eighteenth or nineteenth century describes a snake

named king kadam (in sanskrit: kadamba) that lived for a thousand years. king kadam, of course, was immortal, and his longevity stemmed
from his physical strength and character. he was sometimes kind, sometimes he was cruel. he was often a source of bad luck to his people,
but he always willingly shared his wisdom and food whenever he was asked. no matter what king kadam was doing when he was overtaken
by an attack of old age, his son, abhirama, would go to him and serve him. the old serpentine king would ask the younger one for his usual

staff of cakes, but abhirama would always refuse. king kadam would rather sit and listen, and all the events of the day would soon be
disclosed to him. his broad wisdom and physical stamina were a source of confidence and wisdom to everyone around him. one day, king

kadam decided to visit the river. at the behest of his son, he was with all the members of his court and retinue. one of the sons of the prince
was named ajita (beautiful, in sanskrit: ajita). he was a very handsome young man, and he was constantly looking at his beautiful sister.
seeing this attitude, the king told his son to tell ajita that his sister was not a toy for him to look at. he was to look at her with respect.
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the website opened in march 2013 with a piece that the times of india dubs “a first for marathi
fiction and in indian literature at large”. it launches a new era for creative writing in the language

and is a “bookworm’s delight”. the website’s editorial board consists of founders, rajendra
kodavatiganti kutumba rao, and manohar agavatikar, with poets like keshav naik, shrirang gopal

bhat, manohar joshi, and sandeep vaman domb as volunteers. poet/novelist p. s. kenkre has been
appointed the managing editor. in 2018, the website began offering translations of 100-year-old

marathi poems and manuscripts in foreign languages like spanish and english along with the original
text. the translations are put up in an educational platform called iminnova for students and

teachers, supported by the education ministry. in a bid to bridge the gaps in access to literature and
writing, the website’s editorial board aims to produce “incredible and unimagined literary work and

literary criticism in marathi”, as it aspires to become an academy of marathi literature. together with
the book festival, the website has also launched the chavat dhuta foundation. the foundation will
encourage young writers by offering stipends and new forums for exhibition and discussion. the

website also takes on “critical research” in contemporary marathi literature. it has compiled a list of
nine critics from around the world to date: john peter dwyer, gerald meyers, steven r. j. urban,

yoshihiro inaba, yojiro aoki, paul a. pantzar, william robins, sarah jacobi, and naseem khursheed.
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